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About This Game

STORY

Enter the year 1914, which will mark the beginning of the first man made catastrophe of the 20th century. From the smoking
revolver of the Serbian nationalist and grab for glory of a dying empires, that were slowly losing their legitimacy, death, despair

and chaos that has finally put an end to the ancient European monarchies was born.

The player is put in a role of Finley Thompson, British adventurer and archaeologist searching for the mythical artifact from the
First Crusade on the territory of Kingdom of Serbia. In this endeavor, his closest ally is his Serbian guide Vuk. Not long after

locating the possible site all hell breaks loose when the Sarajevo assassination occurs. Cut from his home, Finley pleads Vuk to
help him finish his mission. With heavy heart he agrees and they embark on a journey to find the artifact which according to

legend makes any army who carries it invincible. They are also forced to seek unlikely ally in a German storm trooper
transporting POW-s to defend the artifact and their own lives against the dangerous secret society searching for the artifact.

GAMEPLAY

The player will control Finley and his companions in their quest to find the lost artifact and preserve their lives in the midst of
largest confrontation the world has seen. To solve the mystery of the First Crusade player will have to control his party in a

series of conflicts while they search for the artifact. Battles are turn based, with a moment of exploration in between each battle.
During the exploration the player will have the option to talk with various NPC-s and upgrade their characters. During that,

mystery will unravel and masks will fall.
Will you have what it takes to stop an supposed object of unlimited power fall in the wrong hands?
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GAMEPLAY

Embark on an epic adventure to save the lands. Form a party by selecting 4 different adventurers from a pool of over 12 unique
classes. Battle your way through the cursed lands scaling the highest mountains and exploring the darkest dungeons. Face more

than 30 unique challenging bosses in order to reach the capital of the kingdom. Trade and interact with other travelers, influence
their fate and discover many secrets on your dark adventure.

AMATERASU SOFTWARE

We are a team of four video game enthusiasts with a childhood dream of making our own video games. Every member of our
team is a fan of old school JRPG genre. We have already released a few games on Steam and our wish is to make our player

base as happy as possible. Every player is more then welcome to give their feedback and criticism, without it, we will improve at
a slower rate.
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Not recommended.

The first 7 minute of the game, you will feel that it may be a very good game, because it got potential.
But after fighting the stray wolf, you will lose your head because when you arrive in the inn, Vuk is not even there. In fact
NOBODY is even there.

If you ask me why I'm buying this game, the concept of combining rpg and world war is very good. But this game is a
dissapointment. Let me sum it up for you

Pros:
-good concept

Cons:
-game is kinda unfinished
-character collision is badly implemented, I mean you can even go to the ceiling of a building by clicking it using your mouse
-no tutorial
-no journal to keep track of your progress
-first battle against wolf is a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 1 shot from revolver did an average of 40-60 dmg
while a single wolf bite can cause 60-84 dmg
-the most annoying part is that after you kill the wolf, VUK is gone from the game. They should've named him
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

No, no, no, no.
Don't buy it until they fix the issue. Over 6 months since people on the forums mentioned that there is no way to continue. This
game is a lot of text about pre-WW1 Serbia and a single fight with a wolf. Also Vuk's daughter looks like she is 21 and not a
kid.. This is a \u2018Dressed-Up\u2019 Scam. DO NOT reward the Developer Jerk by buying this. It has been broken since
release back in May 2017. Instead hit the violation button and report it as broken. Let's try and clean up 'Steam' so that others
don't get burnt.

Complete game by me below to settle your curiosity...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/C5MYF6lpx4w

If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/
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